1. Study Ninja
Study Ninja inspires students to get motivated and build a personalised
study plan.
They can plan, practice, play and perform through a series of minigames.

2. Keep
All about organisation: from reminders to checklists – this app has it
covered.
Image to Text is a great feature that allows you to grab text from photos.
Students can take photos of their notes and off they go!

3. Quizlet
A study and flashcard app, Quizlet let’s you create quizzes with your own
information.
There are also 400million quizzes already available across a wide range
or areas.

4. Padlet
The easiest and quickest way to collaborate. Students can create a shared
space where everyone can share ideas, links, images and tips.
The link can be shared with everyone in a class, allowing everyone to add
in their information, save as a pdf and send to everyone!

5. Popplet lite
A beautifully simple way to create mind-maps.
In this free version you are only allowed to create one popplet, so when
you’re finished one, why not save a screenshot and start on a new topic!

6. Spark Post
Make revision less boring by illustrating important quotes.
The final image would fit nicely in the centre of a popplet (app 4).

7. Clips
On Clips you can create short clips with live annotations!
I recommend changing the language of your device; use the videos to test
your pronunciation for MFL

.

8. Classic Explain Everything
The only paid app on this list. EE is my go to for any subject.
Import a photo, video or popplet, then add your voice explaining what you
want to remember: blurt out all the vocabulary, processes and dates you
need!

9. TextingStory
A fun little app where you can create a video of a ‘text conversation’.
Create common answers to questions in a fun and visual way!
Try importing your video to Explain Everything and practice your accent!

10. Gojimo
Already the UK’s most used revision app! It has over 40,000 practice
questions ready to go and free!
Focus on the specific areas you need to work, with instant feedback.

11. Paper by FiftyThree
Visually representing your information can save thousands of words.
This app along with the others here has made my scrawl look beautiful!
Appsmash this with SparkPost and Explain Everything to produce a video
explaining processes and forming answers that words cannot suffice.

12. GetRevising
Get Revising can help you study for your exams

Smart revision tools to help you boost your
grades.

12. Anki flash cards
The best flashcard programme out there. If you need
to learn facts for a test, or are learning language
vocab, this is a great app and intuitive.

13. Freedom– distraction blocker
Avoid distractions by blocking websites and apps when you’re
working. Freedom is a programme that solves this problem by
simply blocking all websites and apps and works on ALL
devices

14. iMindmap
Develop your greatest ideas into meaningful plans
using powerful Mind Maps. Radiating, colourful
branches will build a concise overview of even the
most detailed projects.

15. Memrise
Language app with games, humorous chatbots and
over 30000 native speaker videos.
Great for Languages!

Other really useful websites
Studywise.co.uk- Exam revision resources organised for ease of use.
As well as general subject resources, we’ve also put together resources
for the three big beasts of the examining world: Edexcel, AQA and OCR.
bbc.com/ bitesize- Exam specific revision, videos, study and tests

Collegeinfogeek.com– study more effectively with Thomas Frank using
his blogs, videos and resources
Senecalearning.com– exam board specific interactive revision resources
and quizzes

